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Try out our Kahoot this week!  Watch out!  There are some questions with Try out our Kahoot this week!  Watch out!  There are some questions with 
double the points,  don’t skip ahead, listen carefully and  you’ll do great! You double the points,  don’t skip ahead, listen carefully and  you’ll do great! You 
can launch the Kahoot after the announcements. can launch the Kahoot after the announcements. 
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Kahoot!Kahoot!

Think about it!Think about it!
We’re spending the summer We’re spending the summer 
talking about identity.  That’s talking about identity.  That’s 
what makes you you.  We what makes you you.  We 
hear a lot from other people hear a lot from other people 
about what we should think about what we should think 
about ourselves.  Grown-ups about ourselves.  Grown-ups 
have heard so much from so have heard so much from so 
many sources, that some of many sources, that some of 
it has soaked in and not all of it has soaked in and not all of 
it was good.  As a kid you can it was good.  As a kid you can 
protect yourself from all the protect yourself from all the 
things the world has to say things the world has to say 
about you by finding out what about you by finding out what 
God says first!  Soak up the God says first!  Soak up the 
truth so that there isn’t room truth so that there isn’t room 
for anything else!for anything else!

Can you think of an example from a movie or Can you think of an example from a movie or 
real life where someone was judged by their real life where someone was judged by their 
looks?looks?

Name 5 cool things your body can do!Name 5 cool things your body can do!

When God looked at the bodies When God looked at the bodies 
he made for people what did he he made for people what did he 
say?say?



Take this quiz!Take this quiz!

Not important              Extremely importantNot important              Extremely important

My looksMy looks

Not important              Extremely importantNot important              Extremely important

My gradesMy grades

Not important              Extremely importantNot important              Extremely important

My stuffMy stuff

Not important              Extremely importantNot important              Extremely important

My actionsMy actions

What does “The word What does “The word 
became flesh and made his became flesh and made his 
dwelling among us” mean?dwelling among us” mean?

Word alert!Word alert!
Disembodied.  Sounds gross!             Disembodied.  Sounds gross!             
It just means your spirit It just means your spirit 
separated from your body.  separated from your body.  
But God’s plan for us is new But God’s plan for us is new 
restored bodies, not ones that restored bodies, not ones that 
get old or sick or hurt or have get old or sick or hurt or have 
problems with them.  It’s part problems with them.  It’s part 
of his BIG plan to put the earth of his BIG plan to put the earth 
back together. back together. 

Where was God’s presence?Where was God’s presence?
In the Old Testament?In the Old Testament?

When Jesus was on earth?When Jesus was on earth?

Now?Now?

How can you take care of How can you take care of 
your body?your body?

We all know that you can throw a frisbee or We all know that you can throw a frisbee or 
kick a ball with your body.  What are ways you kick a ball with your body.  What are ways you 
can use your body for God?can use your body for God?

Your hands -Your hands -

Your strength -Your strength -

Your feet (or walking) -Your feet (or walking) -

Your ______ -Your ______ -


